
“We shouldn’t see the experience thus far as a failure, even if the vaccine candidate failed; much of the 
path forward has now been developed, so we haven’t failed at all. Being able to say yes or no, the vaccine 

worked or not, that is a success in research terms.”
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Summary of Impact of AIDS Vaccine Studies
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Note: Italicized items refer to challenges or concerns cited by respondents

Research Staff
-Research skills &
  experience
-Career opportunities
-Non-clinical skills
-Personal satisfaction
-Imbalanced workload
-Sustainability of 
  projects

Participants
-Altruism
-Counseling, risk 
  reduction
-Access to health care
-Stigma/discrimination

Local Community
-Education and awareness
-Health care services
-Empowerment
-Civil society structure
-Misinformation & 
  expectations

Global Science/Research
-Strengthened capacity
-Better data
-Advocacy and 
  spokespersons
-Global collaboration

Host Country/
National Institutions
-Capacity building
-Infrastructure
-Access
-Institutional strengthening

“Many of our participants needed outside health 
care—to see specialists or to have surgery. We were 
able to see them here and refer them—this wasn’t a 
formal program, but rather something we were able 
to do because of our informal network of colleagues 

who were health workers.”



“Many people on our trial team, because of 
their experience, training, and exposure, got good 

opportunities and moved on. But we consider this a 
benefit because we have been able to spread them to 

other places where they can do important work.” 

“There is a growing sense of impatience in some 
communities – they feel like they have been talking 

about AIDS vaccines for 10 years, and now they’re being 
told that it will take another 10 years.”  

“HIV vaccines, which have been such a high-
profile new technology, have really forced 

developing  country regulators to prepare in a way  
we hadn’t done for anything else.”  



“No matter whether the vaccine works or not – at 
least we have started to move forward.  It’s like riding a 
bicycle; you start to push the pedals – once, twice, then 

a million times, that’s how you make progress.”

“The fact that you are doing it globally helps 
increase the momentum, and the sense that this
might really work...The momentum must be kept 
going, because in some ways it is our last hope in 

controlling  the epidemic.”


